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Europe must avoid at all costs a prolonged double-dip recession, with the weakest members of 

the Eurozone leading a desperate suicide dance.  The key challenges lie in balancing the burden 

of adjustment between creditors and debtors, regaining confidence in the irreversibility  of 

Europe’s currency union and restoring the political capacity of both national and European 

institutions to transform market driven democracies into democratically regulated markets 

More than four years have elapsed since the bursting of a big bubble. What had begun as the biggest 

financial crisis of the West since the 1920s soon transformed itself into a European crisis, and a crisis 

of the Eurozone in particular, as markets and policymakers began to realise what a currency without 

a state really implies.

The crisis of the eurozone has three main components: a banking crisis and a sovereign debt crisis, 

which are not unique to Europe but which acquire a totally different dimension because of the 

high degree of interdependence between countries, plus a competitiveness component which can 

no longer be dealt with through currency realignments. We are still living with the consequences, 

including persistently low growth, high rates of unemployment, as well as a big increase in economic 

divergence across Europe, accompanied by the rise of populism within countries, and a gradual loss 

of trust between them. European solutions to Europe-wide problems have become increasingly 

difficult as a result.

We have learned some hard lessons in the process of trying to manage the adjustment to a 

post-bubble world, especially inside the Eurozone where we discovered that we had neither the 

institutions nor the instruments to deal with a major crisis – and some people suspected we did not 

have the political will either, and they bet accordingly. Economic and monetary union, as agreed at 

Maastricht, is a kind of postmodern construction that tried to defy the forces of gravity. With some 

delay, those forces of gravity are now taking their revenge.

When the financial crisis broke out, many people realised that 

the self regulation of financial markets had been a bad joke. Alas, 

it was a joke that many politicians on the centre-left had taken 

seriously in their effort to be modern. The cost in terms of political 

capital and credibility has been big, and it is still being paid. 

Now we know (or have just been reminded) that moral hazard,  

inherent in the ‘too big to fail’ notion, is a real problem that needs to be addressed through  

regulation, or more drastic measures. We have also learned through bitter experience that retail 

banking needs to be insulated from high risk betting. Furthermore, pay compensation for those 

employed in the sector may be a matter of public concern, while the way the finance industry has so 

far been taxed (or rather, not been taxed) raises important questions of equity. There is a difference 

between democratically regulated markets and market driven democracies – and we have come 

very close to the latter. 

Given the globalised nature of the financial sector, the effectiveness of regulation, supervision 

and taxation depends largely on the will and capacity to coordinate those functions at the level 
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of the G-20, EU-27 and Euro-17. But waiting for all tax havens and offshore centres, big and small,  

to agree should not be used as an excuse for doing nothing in the meantime.

Although almost all agree that over-indebtedness is a key factor behind the outbreak of the 

crisis, multiplied several times in a world where financial markets have tended to resemble the  

operations of a casino, deleveraging of the public and/or private sector needs careful  

monitoring. There is no doubt that fiscal consolidation is required in many EU countries and 

further afield. Ageing populations, rapidly rising health costs and a large increase in sovereign  

debt burdens resulting from efforts to deal with the consequences of the crisis do not 

leave governments with much of a choice. Yet, there is an open question about timing and  

aggregation. If many countries resort to fiscal contraction while the private sector is also trying 

to reduce its debt exposure, the probability of ending up in a vicious circle of austerity and  

recession is very high. This is precisely where much of Europe’s periphery and beyond finds 

itself today in tight fiscal and monetary conditions. Fiscal consolidation in a liquidity trap can be  

self-defeating, as a famous economist would have said. The ECB may be trying to ease monetary 

policy, but interest rates in the beleaguered countries of the South remain too high because of 

country risk as perceived by markets. Output lost today cannot easily be regained tomorrow. The 

unemployed become long-term unemployed. Economies implode and the risk of social explosion 

rises in the worst hit countries.

The bursting of financial bubbles leaves behind a debt overhang. History teaches us that some of it is 

usually written off, and some is eaten away through inflation. The sooner we draw the line between 

debt (public or private) that is sustainable and debt that is not, the better it will be for all concerned 

and also the quicker economic recovery will follow. The restructuring and recapitalisation of 

financial institutions is a necessary pre-condition for recovery. The moment of truth has been unduly 

delayed in Europe, in comparison to the United States for example, largely because of the highly 

decentralised nature of the European political system and the difficulties in reaching an agreement 

about how to distribute pain in the adjustment to a post-bubble 

world among debtors, bank stakeholders and taxpayers, and even 

more so between countries. 

We know from the Bretton Woods negotiations and also from 

the early history of European monetary integration that it is 

difficult to agree on how to distribute the burden of adjustment  

between surplus and deficit countries in a world of fixed exchange 

rates. When there are no rules, the will of those with longer 

staying power in the game is likely to prevail. And these   are  

usually surplus countries. In the period of European monetary integration that preceded the  

creation of the euro, repeated attempts were made to introduce rules that would ensure symmetry 

between surplus and deficit countries. Judging from experience, they seem also to have been  

in vain. The problem is, of course, much bigger when exchange rates are irrevocably fixed.

Structural reforms are long overdue in many EU countries. Contrary to the expectations of  

those who had invested much political capital in the so-called open method of coordination,  

the Lisbon Strategy has not delivered much. It is not yet clear whether the strategy of  

Europe 2020 will fare any better. Insufficient progress in implementing reforms that had been 

officially endorsed at the European level matters even more for members of the Eurozone, because 

the exchange rate is no longer available. More flexible markets, especially the labour market, are 
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needed for the proper functioning of a currency union. But reforms meet resistance, and we know 

from experience that structural reforms are politically very difficult when the economy is shrinking. 

In the short-term, they may also make the recession worse.

While adopting rules, backed by the threat of sanctions, in order to strengthen fiscal discipline, we 

should also recognise that parts of Europe are already caught in a deadly trap of output and job 

contraction reinforced by negative expectations. We must avoid at all costs a prolonged double-dip 

recession, with the weakest members of the Eurozone leading what may look like a suicide dance. 

Restoring confidence in the irreversability of Europe’s currency union

We urgently need to restore confidence in the irreversibility of Europe’s currency union: easier said 

than done, as the experience of recent years painfully demonstrates. This, in turn, presupposes 

that we design a set of conditions and measures that deal effectively with a dual problem:  

the fear of moral hazard prevalent in the creditor countries on the one hand, meaning that money 

lent to countries in difficulty may go into a bottomless pit, and the convertibility (or country)  

risk that has grown in debtor countries on the other, a risk translated into high interest rate 

premiums and fed by self sustaining market perceptions leading in turn to disintegration and 

the renationalisation of banking and financial sectors. A 

zero-sum mentality has taken over in Europe: the fear  of

‘transfer union’ in the creditor countries hits against the 

perception of the EU as the policeman of austerity in the 

South. It risks causing a big political explosion. Meanwhile, 

economic divergence grows between creditor and debtor 

countries. European integration as a convergence machine 

is no longer working.

The devil lies in the detail of banking, fiscal and political union

Despite continuing differences about the appropriate mix of policies and the sequencing of  

measures, there is growing consensus that the survival of the euro requires a banking union, some 

kind of fiscal union including close and effective coordination of national policies coupled with 

partial and gradual mutualisation of debt, as well as further advances in terms of political union. 

Of course, the devil lies in the detail, and several politically difficult decisions seem to have been 

left for later. A European guarantee for bank deposits and the issuing of Eurobonds are among 

them. Economics dictates, but the political appetite is lacking. We want to be virtuous, but not yet.  

Perhaps, it all boils down to lack of trust: we are reluctant to deliver our side of the bargain  

because we are not at all sure that others will do the same. But the stakes are high and time is 

running out. Piecemeal or half measures prolong the crisis and make exiting from it more costly.  

The key challenge is about restoring confidence in the capacity of our institutions,  

national as well as European, to take control of an admittedly very difficult situation. It is also 

about restoring trust between countries and regaining the conviction that there are benefits  

for all in this common project.

Structural reforms, fiscal stabilisation and growth measures

We need a differentiated approach to fiscal stabilisation and different sequencing. Adjustment 

should not be born disproportionately by deficit countries. Some have a wider margin of  

manoeuvre than others, and they should be encouraged to take advantage of it.  We need a 
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different package of structural reforms, fiscal stabilisation and growth measures in Europe today,  

with more emphasis on growth as a necessary complement to reform and stabilisation. Growth 

policies should be investment-led, with particular emphasis on education and infrastructure.  

This requires both a national and a European component. What was agreed in June 2012 is clearly 

not enough.

Inequality and fairness 

We also need to address the fairness/equality deficit in our countries. Before the bubble burst, 

inequalities had grown rapidly within many countries, especially those where the finance  

dominated model of capitalism was strongest. The situation has deteriorated since then,  

because of the large increase in unemployment. Growing inequality within our societies is 

undermining social cohesion and the political consequences are felt more intensely on the left  

side of the political spectrum. There is a strong feeling of unfairness as people recognise a small 

minority that became very rich while the party was on, and now the rest are being called upon to pay 

a heavy price in the name of adjustment. Distributional politics is back in a big way.

There is also a strong inter-generational dimension to the unequal distribution of gains and  

losses before and after the crisis. Having often been the ‘outsiders’ in dual labour markets, young 

people are now the principal victims of recession and the 

increase in unemployment in several European countries. 

Young people become increasingly alienated from politics. 

Dealing more effectively with equity concerns and offering 

a credible vision for the future to young people, without 

resorting to populism, constitutes a major political challenge 

today, especially for parties on the centre-left.

Reimagining the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund

Distributional issues are the preserve of national governments, and it can only remain so.  Yet, in 

times of declining popular support for European integration, especially among those who perceive 

themselves as losers from the opening of markets and more competition inside Europe and  

globally, we need to address this problem at EU level as well. The European Globalisation  

Adjustment Fund was set up with losers from globalisation in mind. It remained mostly in the 

domain of symbolism, although its scope, and the money spent, have increased in recent years as 

a result of the  crisis. What about enlarging the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund’s terms of 

reference by introducing an EU component of benefits paid to those who have become unemployed  

because of the crisis and with conditionality attached? It would be a redistributive and  counter-

cyclical measure, which would be especially significant in the context of monetary union. It would 

also  serve as a political message addressed to those who feel left out of a Europe without  borders: 

a good example of intégration solidaire. Solidarity with good measure, linked to common projects 

and with conditions attached, is the best we can hope for at present. We should make  good use of it.

The emerging European public forum - and the 2014 elections

One of the few positive developments during the crisis is that it has generated a lively public  

debate about ways and means of dealing with it at the European level. It has not been a mere 

juxtaposition of national debates going on almost independently of one another and limited to a 

small number of cognoscenti, which used to be the usual pattern with EU-related issues. As with 

so many other debates in a democracy, it has contained elements ranging all the way from the 

sublime to the ridiculous and nasty. There are signs of a European public forum emerging. We should 

nurture it.    
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Wisi bla faccum init ent prat. Ut at amconullutem quatin vel dolor ad minim zzrit adigna consed do-

lorer alit veliquip et lum nostion henit luptatinisci blandit auguer augue dolorperos enim quisit nis 

niam ing erillum sandion hent ipit, summod modolor eetuer sed tat am do duisl ip et irilissequip ea 

accum zzril eugait lortie faccums andionsequis nibh exercincil utpatio od tat lutatisis aci essit augue 

tat. Im ad magnit lumsandre dolore dipis nulput iriusci psustrud tie feugait lum diam vel utpat. Ree-

tumsan elent dolut aut vercing exeril in velis nibh eu faci blaorero dio diamcon sequis aliquam, vel 

doloborper adit at iliquisim do enibh etue tetumsa ndipsustrud eugiametue magniamet ullaor

eet dolestis elenit lum eugiam dit wisim velit ad te commy nonsequam zzril eu faci te feui tat wis 

 

x ea facilit volor ipit, vel ullum ad te dunt aut veliqui psuscilisis augueriureet ullam, velis aliquis exer-

aestrud tet aci bla feu feum alit, commy nonsed magnim dolorper ip etumsandre magna feugiamet 

pratie dip et alismolobore doloborer suscipit vullaor sectet, si blamconullan henisl ulla faccumsan 

ut autpat. Ut luptat. Im ver sim veraesed te dolorer sed diamet vullandrem zzriuscilla core vel esting 

esto elisi.Ut iniamet autatue diat accum quat iurerci bla faccum zzrit adit landiam do od dolor senit 

venibh euis nos adio eugait numsandrero commy nim exerostis ea feugait lan ero consectem vullum 

veniscipit alisi. Hendre volorperit ipsumsa ndreet lute tetuero diamet lortissi etuero odo od ming 

exeriurem dui ex eugait wis ad duiscidunt ulluptat incing erillummy nulla consed dolore essi tate te 

feugait, veraessenit wisci tem ipis exeril dunt in velesto od eu feugait nulputat, sit, commodit, vendit 

ad tie etueros acil iril utet lutem velit nulla facidunt ad mod magnim in ex eu feu feugait laore facilla 

aliquipis nullan ex eros aliquat. Duis nim exer ad magna feui tat lore vel ipsum iniamcorem zzril exer 

sim velit, qui tem inismod olenisis nonse volor susciduipis augait acipisi te minci blaoreet, corerat.

Na feugue tio eummy niam quatum zzrilla ortiscillut nulluptate vullaor eetumsa ndiamcore mincip 

endrem zzriusto eliquam, venim incil et lobore tat vent at praessi.

Onullaore faccumm olorper ad modit esenisi ex euguerat. Ut lore core vel ero essequam, con eui el 

etuer illandit in utpat, quis nos nos doloreet, core dolore vulla facidunt velit do ex esto dolor in volor-

eet utpat lore commy niam nibh ercilissent nos enim atie do odiam quis nulluptat, sequip ercilismod 

dipsum dolore dolesto dolortis atie tat, sim accumsan euis dolorer cinismo doloreet dio consectem 

do esto enis atet, sumsan ut laoreet vel utpat. Duissent accumsan vero odolor sim zzril irit vullam-

corem dit numsan volorper sed tis nonullamcon vel ulla feui endre modolorem dolorem vel enibh et 

euissendre dolut ut loboreet lum velendiamet lore euguerc incinci duipis niscilit ipisisissi te ming eu 

feugait veliquamet velit wisl ut ut pratue velessim nostrud ex etue consequisi.

Ut lut nibh erosto odiat, quipis nonsectet, velit ilis num enibh esed ex ea autem duismolenim nim 

velenit ut nullummy nibh enisi ea cor acing eum adionsequis am iliquis duip et ipisim quis adiam vel 

dolorer ilit exercin ciduis ex etueraese min hendio ex er sum zzril esendre dolorem quam, quis nosto 

essim velendre mincin henit, sisis nostrud minibh elestis nit iniat dolor si.

La faci euissi. It dolutem aute tionsendip et auguero eugiam dolendrerat wiscili sismodi gniscidunt 

am quis accummodio dolore tat.

Gait eu facipsusto od ea faccummy nullutat acidunt vulluptat nulla commolessit, quiscil ing ea faci 

tisis nim init am quipsum aci te dolor suscinci eniamco nsecte
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We need to turn European integration again into a positive-sum game. And we need institutions 

to match the level of market integration (not only financial markets) already reached, and 

those institutions cannot be created simply by fiat. They must have legitimacy that can only be 

gained through democratic processes. It is expected that the big political families represented 

in the European Parliament, including most notably the group of Socialists and Democrats, 

will present joint candidates for President of the European Commission at the 2014 elections.  

They should be people with broader appeal beyond national borders. Their selection may require 

thinking outside the box. The 2014 elections could be a big step in the necessary transition  

from policy to politics in the EU.

Loukas Tsoukalis 
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Graph 1: Real GDP growth rate

*Projections for 2012

Source of Data: Ameco Database (DG ECFIN ) and own calculations

Graph 2: Loss of potential output

Compared to the 5-year average trend, the slowdown of GDP growth rates since 2008 has led to 

an output loss of more than two trillion euro for EU-27 and more than one trillion for the Eurozone.

* Projections for 2012

Source of Data: Ameco Database (DG ECFIN ) and own calculations
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Unemployment has increased by 3 percentage points since 2008. If the EU had been able to sustain 

the previous 5-year average of GDP growth rate, unemployment would have been lower by more 

than 4 percentage points (based on an elasticity of employment to nominal GDP of 0.3).

Source of Data: Ameco Database (DG ECFIN ) and own calculations

Graph 4: Loss of potential jobs

On the basis of the above calculations, the crisis may have cost more than 14 million jobs in EU-27 

and 10 million jobs in the Eurozone

Source of Data: Ameco Database (DG ECFIN ) and own calculations
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Since 2007, public debt has increased by more than 20 percentage points of GDP

Source of Data: Ameco Database (DG ECFIN )

Graph 6: Public debt in billion euro

Between 2008 and 2010,  EU public debt increased by one trillion euro per year, although less so in 

2011. The increase of public debt in the Eurozone has been smaller in relative terms

Source of Data: Ameco Database (DG ECFIN )


